Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is very widespread use every day as a tool in fluid flow analyses. In order to solve the Partial Differential Equation (PDE), there are few approach been introduced. The total variation diminishing (TVD) is a most popular scheme which is usually used in combination with other scheme. Therefore, this study develops CFD code by using Runge-Kutta which based on combination of central scheme and TVD scheme. Comparison was done through purely Runge-Kutta and after implemented TVD. The result shows that combination of Runge-Kutta and TVD approach are more stable as compared to purely Runge-Kutta approach.
Introduction
Nowadays, CFD was extensively used in engineering application. Usually, CFD was commonly used in preliminary stages of design process as prediction step. In this stage it can predict virtually phenomena behaviour. Besides this, it also able to optimizes time consumption and cost. Commercial CFD software had been developed to be more general, which is encompasses most fluid flow application. One of the alternative numerical method is by developed own CFD code. This code actually is in same approach with commercializing CFD but more customize and focus on selected problems.
The most popular approach of CFD is using Finite Volume Method (FVM), which is very good for complex geometry. However this method is tough and complex compared to Finite Difference Method (FDM) because this approach not required transforming into orthogonal Cartesian coordinate for the most of flow problem [1] . Thus, the error due to mesh can be avoided. The most common PDE in fluid flow was hyperbolic equation which involved spatial derivatives and time marching. There are many schemes to solve the hyperbolic equation, the most common is TVD scheme which is higher order scheme.
In 1942, Harteen introduced concept of TVD to overcome the weak solution for hyperbolic conservation problem. The concepts was applied a non oscillatory first order accurate scheme to an appropriately modified the flux function [2, 3] . Combination of TVD scheme with flux limiter was often used, it can control the amount of anti-diffusive flux. Therefore many types of flux limiter were introduced such as: Harteen [2] , Roe Sweaby [4] etc. Apart from that, TVD scheme is not only limited on FDM but successfully applied for FVM. The result given was quite good especially for complex unsteady flow and strong shock problem [5] .
The combination of TVD and Runge Kutta were initialized in 1988 where as Runge-Kutta was used for time discretions which considered as a multistage time stepping [6] . This scheme was used widely for stabilizing the spatial discretions [7, 8] . However, TVD Runge-Kutta scheme is only suitable for third-order and fourth-order. For fifth-order and above this scheme becomes more complicated and less stability [8] . In order to improve on the use of TVD-Runge Kutta scheme, few researchers tried to modify the coefficient of each stage [9] . This paper present 1D flow problem through nozzle. The CFD code was developed by central scheme for spatial discretization and Runge-Kutta scheme for temporal discretization. The computer code extended with adding the TVD scheme. Then comparison between two approaches were made and the effectiveness of TVD clearly shown.
Governing Equation
The flow through the nozzle can be considered as the flow pass through a slow varying cross section. As result the flow problem can be considered as a quasi one dimensional flow. In addition, the viscous effect can be ignored, so the Euler equation may represent the most appropriate equation to describe the flow behaviour along the nozzle. The Euler equation can be presented in various forms, it can be either in conservative form, non conservative form, in scalar form or in vector notation. However, the appropriate form of the governing equation of fluid motion is in conservative and vector notation. The Euler Equation in this form can be written as [10, 11] :
Here W, F and Q denote conservative variable, flux vectors and source term respectively. Meanwhile ρ,u,p,E,H and A are density, velocity, pressure, total energy, enthalpy and cross section area. For a perfect gas, there is a unique relation between pressure p, H and internal energy, e given as:
Numerical Scheme
Central and Multistage Scheme. Time integration was done by using explicit multistage timemarching (Runge-Kutta scheme), meanwhile for spatial discretion carried out by use of central difference scheme with artificial dissipation. The artificial dissipation can be written as [11] :
is the spectral radius at the cell face as follows: term is evaluated by using the following formula
where V is velocity and c is speed of sound. Thus the total convective flux at face (i+1/2) can written as: 
Multistage time stepping is the solution in a number of steps that called stages, where it will update the flow variable in each stage until the last stages (m-stage) as follows: 
The selected numerical scheme for CFD code is 2 nd order TVD scheme with Runge Kutta. The flux limiter had been used is upwind limiter. Based on equation (1), TVD formulation can be derived as [10] : 
Result and Discussion
In this study, the test case for 1D flow is divergent nozzle as in Fig.1 Fig. 1 
: Divergent nozzle cross section
Using the boundary condition, the CFD code was calculated by using two different approaches which are purely Runge-Kutta scheme and combination of Runge-Kutta and TVD scheme. Comparison was done as shown in Fig. 2 until Fig. 5 in different flow condition. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 were carried out with initial Mach number is 1.75 whereas Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 with Mach number 1.5.
In Fig. 2 shown the result for isentropic flow problem, both scheme indicated same trends but TVD scheme lines shifted from purely Runge-Kutta after at x=4.0 (after diverge). The same trends occurred in Fig. 4 .
Meanwhile in Fig. 3 for the shock flow problem, the purely Runge-Kutta indicate small fluctuation after the shock, which is approximately at x=4.5. These fluctuations were clearly shown for both parameters. However, TVD scheme gives smooth line even though shock occurred. This is also same trends that occurred in Fig. 5 
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Totally, isentropic flow problems gives nearly same before divergent and smooth lines until the end of nozzle. After the divergent position, TVD scheme shifted slightly which cause high Mach number and low pressure. For shock flow problems, it is clearly that purely Runge-Kutta indicated small fluctuation as compare to TVD scheme that gives smooth lines. However, both of the schemes captured the shock wave at the same position.
Conclusion
The numerical approach in combination of Runge-Kutta and TVD scheme, purely Runge-Kutta scheme were tested into One Dimensional divergent nozzle. These test covered two types of flow, isentropic and shock problem. For isentropic flow, the result is the same trend but differ for shock flow problem. TVD scheme result shows, the result are good if to implement the shock flow problem as compare to purely Runge-Kutta. It is concluded that, the combination of Runge-Kutta and TVD scheme is good and stable as compare to purely Runge-Kutta scheme.
